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Nyquist | Darley

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
RAB BURNS BRIGHT FOR GOSDEN TEAM
   Emma Berry catches up with Rab Havlin, a key character in

John Gosden’s success story.  

 Click or tap here to go straight to TDN Europe.

KENTUCKY SIRES FOR 2020
IV: FIRST 2-YEAR-OLDS

by Chris McGrath

   Through the first three installments of this series, we've

repeatedly complained about ever-more manic investment in

unproven stallions and the resulting potential for chronic

deterioration in the gene pool. So we won't reprise the theme

today, other than to remark that this situation creates a rather

more immediate and specific challenge for the next group under

review.

   Because while second- and third-season stallions can still offer

breeders the possibility of riding an early vogue, this lot have

just been exposed to the judgment of the yearling market--

which history reveals to be wholly unreliable--without yet

having had the chance to respond through their first runners.

   The whole premise of backing unproven sires, of course, is that

the majority will begin to reveal their deficiencies once they

actually get stock on the track. Little wonder, then, if the

merciless pounding of the auctioneer's hammer, so close to the

moment of truth, tends to open fissures in their commercial

appeal.

   So it is that no less a horse than California Chrome, a dual

Horse of the Year who opened at $40,000, has just arrived in

Japan after finding a home for 39 of 71 yearlings at a median of

$65,000.
Cont. p3

INTEGRITY ACT HEARING: OPPONENT SAYS

>CONSENSUS BILL= ACHIEVABLE IN SIX

MONTHS by T. D. Thornton

   Witnesses from the Thoroughbred industry who testified

Tuesday in Washington, D.C., at a legislative hearing on the

Horseracing Integrity Act agreed that the sport is facing an

unprecedented equine health crisis. But they were sharply split

as to whether the current version of a federal bill mandating an

independent anti-doping and medication control program was

the best way to keep the industry from slipping into deeper

peril.

Cont. p10

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
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https://www.spendthriftfarm.com/jimmycreed/#media
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/this-side-up-how-reliable-a-signpost-is-the-yearling-market/


JIMMY CREED
The Fourth Crop Sire That Moves Up His Mares.

The Fourth Crop Sire 
That Moves Up His Mares.

$ 1 5 , 0 0 0  S & N 

Backed by his 
biggest & best-bred yearling 
crop in 2020.

Almost one in five of his starters earn black-type... 
and that's with mares touting a cumulative C.I. of just .98. 
Pretty sure that's never been done before. Wildly underrated.

-Jason Hall, Thoroughbred Review

https://www.spendthriftfarm.com/jimmycreed/#media
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ZAYAT ASKS COURT TO DISSOLVE ORDER 13
Ahmed Zayat has filed a motion asking the same court that appointed 
a receiver to oversee the assets of his Zayat Stables to dissolve that 
order and instead allow the stable to resolve its dispute with MGG 
Investment Group in some other matter.

UNION RAGS COLT TOPS OBS  15
A short yearling by Union Rags topped Tuesday's consignor preferred 
session of the Ocala Breeders' Sales Company's Winter Mixed Sale 
when selling for $165,000 to the Blue Sky Stables pinhooking 
partnership led by Brian Graves. The dark bay colt (hip 4) was consigned 
by Pelican State Thoroughbreds as agent for breeder David Fennelly's
Mountmellick Farm.
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Multiple Grade I winner Omaha Beach (War Front–Charming, by Seeking the Gold)

arrives at Spendthrift Farm Monday evening and checks out his new home with groom

Jose Vega by his side. See story on page 14. | Autry Graham/Spendthrift
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Frosted | Darley

Kentucky Sires cont. from p1

   The market was always going to hesitate over a son of Lucky

Pulpit. If only Chrome had been like his patrician track rival,

Arrogate, who was by a renowned Classic influence in

Unbridled=s Song! Yet Unbridled=s Song and Lucky Pulpit not only

share the same second dam, but owe their mothers to her

respective trysts with Caro (Ire) and Caro's son Cozzene. So

maybe >CC= can now do what a certain >SS= did when similarly

sent off, along with his unfashionable family, to Japan.

   Regardless, his fate gives you an idea of why many breeders

will be hoping to cut a deal for other stallions in this intake. With

many trims being made even to published fees, there is surely

some good value about.

   NYQUIST (Uncle Mo--Seeking Gabrielle, by Forestry), to his

credit, has been able to preserve his opening fee of $40,000 at

Jonabell after topping the class averages with 44 of 60 yearlings

sold at $236,318. Perhaps one of them can perform a service

similar to his own, as a member of Uncle Mo's first crop, when

building on a juvenile championship with success in the

Kentucky Derby itself.

   He was unable to go on, of course, but has ample black-type

clustering around his Grade II-winning second dam Seeking

Regina (Seeking the Gold)--not least as granddam also of GI Met

Mile winner Sahara Sky (Pleasant Tap). With three books in the

150s behind him, Nyquist has jumped through every hoop so

far; and his three juvenile Grade Is obviously entitle him to keep

doing so, with his more precocious runners.

   His studmate FROSTED (Tapit--Fast Cookie, by Deputy

Minister) has been eased to the same fee, having started out at

$50,000. That had made him the most expensive of their intake,

but he punched his weight quite adequately in processing 67 of

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://marylandthoroughbred.com/cms/
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Runhappy | Sarah Andrew

94 yearlings at $223,365 (headlined by a $850,000 filly at Fasig-

Tipton Saratoga).

   That 123 Beyer in the Met Mile still glows neon, and his page

measures up too. His dam is not only a Grade II-winning

half-sister to juvenile champion Midshipman (Unbridled=s Song)

--himself a solid sire for the same firm, of course, the pair out of

a dual Grade II winner--but is also by a broodmare sire legend in

Deputy Minister.

   There's increasing competition among sons of Tapit now at

stud, lately intensified by Constitution, but Frosted looks pretty

much the full package to me: a GII Remsen S. winner who could

tough out a grueling sophomore campaign (GII Holy Bull S. thru

GI Breeders' Cup Classic) to prove better than ever in stallion-

making races at four. He maintained a third book of 144, and

has as good a chance as any in this intake of making the grade,

long-term.

   No doubting the star of their sales debut, however, and that

was RUNHAPPY (Super SaverBBella Jolie, by Broken Vow).

Pitched into play at $25,000 by Claiborne, the champion sprinter

retailed at an excellent ratio (59 sold of 68 offered) for a no less

excellent yield (his $227,000 average tipped only by Nyquist).

So the son of Super Saver, with a $700,000 Keeneland

September yearling to his name, has plainly been trading very

effectively--plus the dash he showed in breaking a stakes record

in the GI King's Bishop S., and track record in the GI Breeders'

Cup Sprint.

   Admittedly, his family limits his genetic eligibility for the stall

that famously housed Bold Ruler, but there are nonetheless

old-fashioned dimensions to his profile. No Lasix, for one; and

also the trademark resistance to avarice of his host farm, in

assembling three dance-cards confined to the 120s.

   The notion that the huge books favored by more industrial

farms are somehow more "commercial" is placed in due

perspective by the demand for Runhappy at the sales. And you

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.airdriestud.com/horses/summer-front.html
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Air Force Blue | Coolmore

can virtually guarantee that even some of the bigger prices paid

will be parlayed into rewarding pinhooks at the 2-year-old sales:

he was invincibly fast at the right distance.

   AIR FORCE BLUE (War Front--Chatham, by Maria=s Mon)

started at the same fee but was trimmed to $20,000 and now

$15,000 at Ashford, albeit 196 mares across his second and third

books amply consolidates the 153 entertained by the son of War

Front in his first.

   His yearlings fell just short of six figures in claiming fourth in

the intake's averages (44 sold of 73). Anyway, we'll soon see

what they can do, given that three Group 1 wins qualified him as

the most accomplished juvenile at Ballydoyle since

Johannesburg. The fee takes account of his unaccomplished

sophomore year, and breeders prepared to roll the dice on a

turf sprinter will remember that his second dam is sister to a dirt

champion in Flanders (Seeking The Gold), who herself produced

another in Surfside (Seattle Slew).

   Another who has been given a helping hand with his fee is

EXAGGERATOR (Curlin--Dawn Raid, by Vindication), who

opened on $30,000 at WinStar and has taken trims to $25,000

and now $20,000.

   The son of Curlin has certainly played the numbers game:

having welcomed 162 mares in his first book, he was

represented by no fewer than 103 yearlings through the ring. Of

these, 63 sold at $85,746, and he maintained a six-figure book

into his third season.

   For all this commercial action around him, Exaggerator actually

offers some pretty old-school wares. He toughed out demanding

campaigns at two and three, routing the GI Santa Anita Derby

field before chasing home Nyquist at Churchill and turning the

tables in the Preakness. Three Grade I wins in 15 starts across 16

months, underpinned by a good Canadian family: that's a profile

that entitles him, quaint notion, to get actual runners.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.nicoma.com/


https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/classic-empire
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Outwork | Sarah Andrew

   The same farm has been able to peg OUTWORK (Uncle Mo--

Nonna Mia, by Empire Maker) at $15,000 after he achieved

very similar dividends ($84,234 average) from 66 yearlings sold

of 88 offered. He has welcomed plenty through the revolving

door--books of 168, 137 and 102--and you can be sure that as

many were seeking the 4 1/2-furlong winner at Keeneland in

April (as Uncle Mo's first winner, in fact) as the horse who held

out for the Wood Memorial. That was an ordinary field, for a

Grade I, and he never resurfaced after running down the field in

the Derby. So his true caliber is hard to specify. But what we do

know is that he's out of a Grade I-placed half-sister to Cairo

Prince.

   On any sane viewing, FLINTSHIRE (GB) (Dansili {GB}BDance

Routine {GB}, by Sadler=s Wells) should be rated a match for

any horse in this intake, in terms of the kind of attributes we

should be seeking to sow into the breed. At $15,000, having

opened at Hill 'n' Dale on $20,000, he offers tremendous value

to any breeders who succumb to the eccentric idea that they

might actually want to end up with a racehorse.

   In the sales ring, he fared no better or worse than you would

expect in a business that lies so solemnly about the growing

importance of the turf program, physical soundness, yada yada

yada. Actually his clearance ratio was very high, with 45 sold of

52, at an average of $46,686.

   Anyone with the slightest interest in breeding for the future of

the American sport might want a piece of Flintshire: by one of

the best-bred stallions in Europe in Dansili (GB) out of a

Classic-placed mare from the storied Juddmonte program, he

became its richest ever graduate through lightning acceleration

(:44.56 for his closing half-mile in the GI Manhattan) and a

constitution of, well, flint.

   The 210 mares across his first two books will have included

real quality, from an ownership group still including Juddmonte.

So those far-sighted enough to support him now, after a third

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.lanesend.com/NEWS/2020/FIRST_FOAL_CHAMPION_WEST_COAST
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Speightster | Sarah Andrew

book of 69, may find themselves complacently ahead of the

curve as his early crops mature.

   A book of 57 for TAMARKUZ (Speightstown--Without You

Babe, by Lemon Drop Kid) in his third season at Shadwell was

actually his biggest yet, a remarkable state of affairs about a

horse offering so comprehensive a package at a fee of $12,500,

promptly trimmed to just $10,000.

   Last seen thrashing the next two winners of the Breeders' Cup

Classic in the Dirt Mile, Tamarkuz is out of a half-sister to two 

GI Belmont S. runners-up who has also now come up with a

Group 1 mile winner at Royal Ascot in Without Parole (GB)

(Frankel {GB}). It's a deep family, all around; and the son of

Speightstown showed hardiness to match his class, with wins

from two to six, as well as flexibility in terms of racing surface.

And he made a very presentable sales debut, moving on 18 of

20 yearlings at $68,222. Relative to his fee, it's hard to know

what else to expect.

   Another son of Speightstown has been rather busier after

joining his sire, whom he closely resembles, at WinStar.

SPEIGHTSTER (Speightstown--Dance Swiftly, by Danzig), in fact,

corralled an astonishing 464 mares across his first three books.

He remains pegged at $10,000 after processing 71 of 97

yearlings at $63,680.

   That he was a pretty natural racehorse is clear, winning

maiden, allowance and GIII Dwyer S. in his first three starts. But

he disappeared after losing next time out, and the fleeting

impression he made must instead be corroborated by his genes:

his dam, though herself unraced altogether, is a sister to

Canadian champion Dance Smartly (Danzig) and a half to Smart

Strike (Mr Prospector). You won't have the only one in the sale,

but sheer weight of numbers will doubtless keep his name in

lights on the track.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/street-boss?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=Half%20page&utm_content=Street%20Boss&utm_campaign=Stallions
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Tourist | Sarah Andrew

   The same farm has given another trim to TOURIST (Tiznow--

Unbridled Melody, by Unbridled=s Song), now $7,500 after

opening at $12,500. He could hardly have a more different

profile, better the longer he raced and ultimately shocking Tepin

(Bernstein) in the GI Breeders' Cup Mile in 1:31.71. He sold 41 of

58 yearlings at $27,996, but we've already lamented the

market's turf myopia--and he remains absolutely entitled to turn

things round where it counts (or should count) on the track.

His dam has produced three stakes winners by lesser sires than

the splendid Tiznow, and the 70 mares in Tourist's third book

can be sure that his first two, comprising 236, will lay down

some sustainable groundwork--judging, at any rate, from the

way he banked $2.17 million through four seasons on the track.

   UPSTART (Flatter--Party Silks, by Touch Gold) has found the

going tougher since welcoming 146 mares to Airdrie in his first

season. But the son of Flatter, standing at $10,000, hit one out

of the ballpark when selling a colt for $510,000 at Saratoga--

headlining a fertile $63,608 average for 56 yearlings sold of 86

into the ring. Fifteen of them made six figures and it's not hard

to see why when you see dad, a lovely specimen himself.

   Granted plenty of early action, as would seem very likely,

those who persevere now could well find themselves having the

last laugh. After all, he had multiple Grade I placings three

seasons running, including at two, while his dam--by a

copper-bottomed broodmare sire in Touch Gold--is a half-sister

to a Grade II winner and traces to an elite Tesio mare.

   Sometimes it seems like even the market can't follow its own

obsessions properly. It received Upstart so well that he'd be a

very plausible candidate, as a juvenile maiden and stakes winner

at Saratoga himself, for champion freshman. If anything, then,

I'd say now is absolutely a smart time to get aboard.

   Two potential heirs to the late Giant's Causeway also merit

fidelity. NOT THIS TIME (--Miss Macy Sue, by Trippi) was never

able to disclose the full extent of his brilliance, unraced after

closing within a neck of Classic Empire (Pioneerof The Nile) in

the GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile, the pair miles clear of Practical

Joke (Into Mischief). Those other two started out at much higher

fees, but Not This Time yields nothing to them in terms of

physique nor, above all, pedigree.

   His sibling Liam's Map (Unbridled=s Song) sired two Grade I

winners in his own debut season, while their Breeders'

Cup-placed dam is line-bred to Dr Fager's champion half-sister

Ta Wee. He looked value when starting out at Taylor Made on

$15,000 and, favored by Leslie's Lady (Tricky Creek) herself

among 361 mares in his first three books, looks even better

value at $12,500. He moved on 63 of 90 yearlings at $67,352,

which could yet come to seem a bargain.

   Albaugh Family Stable, breeders of Not This Time, also

launched another heir to "The Iron Horse" in BRODY'S CAUSE

(BSweet Breanna, by Sahm) at Spendthrift. A Grade I winner at

two and three, his bottom line becomes truly regal as you go

back. Yet another of these to have taken a dip in his third book,

he still had a couple of hundred covers over the previous two to

get him started; and had already received a businesslike cut

from $12,500 to $7,500 when selling 33 of 51 yearlings at

$50,166.

   He looks very fair value, and so does MSHAWISH (Medaglia

d=Oro--Thunder Bayou, by Thunder Gulch) standing alongside

Not This Time at Taylor Made, where his fee was soon halved

from an opening $20,000. Here's another who appears to be a

little too worthy for commercial tastes, as a very handsome,

hardy and accomplished son of Medaglia d'Oro, who realized

$39,338 for the 42 yearlings he sold of 56 offered.

   He's the author of seven consecutive triple-digit Beyers, a

Grade I winner on dirt and turf, while his second dam is a Storm

Cat half-sister to both a five-time GSW and the dam of champion

Halfbridled (Unbridled). Mshawish held his form through 24

starts for a bank statement of $2.4 million, and he'll surely get

you a runner.

   Calumet's BIG BLUE KITTEN (Kitten=s Joy--Spent Gold, by

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.sequelnewyork.com/freud
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Unaccounted For) sold his yearlings efficiently (28 of 29) but

cheaply. He won his third and fourth Grade Is at seven, before

sharing the Breeders' Cup Turf podium with two Arc winners,

and offers the kind of ore the breed needs today at $10,000.   

Remember that while Kitten's Joy had to make his name with

modest mares overall, this guy has a strong family spreading

under his third dam. (The same farm, incidentally, is offering

more of the same-classy genes plus competitive longevity on

turf-through OPTIMIZER {English ChannelBIndy Pick, by A.P.

Indy} at half that fee.)

   ANCHOR DOWN (Tapit--Successful Outlook, by Orientate) is

cut from the same cloth as his sire Tapit, and joined him at

Gainesway at $10,000, soon clipped to $7,500. He flashed lurid

speed on his day, notably in beating Tamarkuz for the GII Kelso

H. in 1:32.9, and is a half-brother to GI Test S. winner Sweet Lulu

(Mr Greeley). He won't have huge numbers behind him, in terms

of his books, but sold his yearlings briskly enough (34 out of 39

at $44,647).

   TEXAS RED (Afleet Alex--Ramatuelle {Chi}, by Jeune Homme)

never quite managed to match the eclat of his Breeders' Cup

Juvenile success, which was backed up by the clock; but then

nor could many other horses, and he did beat Frosted in the GII

Jim Dandy S. at three. The son of Afleet Alex looks a very viable

outcross at this level, as conduit of some formidable South

American blood, and don't worry about his low-key numbers:

everything on the imaginative Crestwood roster represents

some kind of value.

   The same duly applies to FIRING LINE (Line of David--Sister

Girl Blues, by Hold For Gold), who's really a very interesting

prospect. He was denied a Grade I at two only by the nose of

Dortmund (Big Brown); and the Kentucky Derby itself, only by a

Triple Crown winner. True, he soon disappeared after that--and

obviously appeared to have his work cut out at stud, as a son of

Line Of David. But his sire-line has strengthened in the

meantime, thanks to Kantharos and friends; while in that

context his own $240,000 juvenile auction tag tells you plenty

about his elegant physique.

   And keep in mind how his female family underpins the big

numbers he clocked on the track: his dam is a Grade I-placed

sibling to the mothers of two Grade I-winning milers in Sharp

Azteca (Freud) and Bowies Hero (Artie Schiller), their line soon

reaching Broodmare of the Year Kamar (Key to the Mint). Firing

Line sold all but one of 21 yearlings into the ring, for as much as

$150,000, and to those of sufficient imagination he'll be an

appealing proposition at that kind of fee.

   Another packing a lot of pedigree at just $5,000 is IRONICUS

(Distorted Humor--Meghan=s Joy, by A.P. Indy), who extends an

important Paul Mellon family-third dam a Grade II-winning

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.gofundme.com/f/in-memory-of-ashton-moynihan
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Protonico | Sarah Andrew

half-sister to Sea Hero-at Claiborne and is himself a sibling to

five other graded stakes winners. He was a smart turf operator

in maturity, a dual Grade II winner who fell a stride short of

adding a Grade I. He must build from shallow commercial

foundations, but everything else goes deep and he is perfectly

entitled to produce a millionaire like himself.

   Off the same tag, HIT IT A BOMB (War Front--Liscanna {Ire},

by Sadler=s Wells) was explosive when things fell right, as in the

GI Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf. The son of War Front was, in

fact, unbeaten at two and, while unable to go on thereafter, is a

brother to another elite juvenile scorer in Brave Anna. He'll need

to make an early impact to divert the traffic at Spendthrift,

whereas CINCO CHARLIE (Indian Charlie--Ten Halos, by

Marquetry) maintained a quite impressive third book of 77 at

the same farm. This son of Indian Charlie matched precocity (GIII

Bashford Manor S. second time out) with hardiness, racking up

eight wins in 18 starts, and you don't find Halo as close as the

second dam too often these days.

   A similar merit applies to V.E. DAY (English ChannelBCalifornia

Sunset), as a son of a Deputy Minister mare; moreover the

second dam is a sister to champion Sunshine Forever (Roberto).

As a son of English Channel, V.E. Day did well to parlay his turf

genes into a GI Travers S. success and duly offers a versatile

package off $6,500 at Buck Pond Farm.

   Finally, PROTONICO (--Alpha Spirit, by A.P. Indy) is the most

affordable of the three sons of Giant's Causeway in this intake,

on $5,000 at Castleton Lyons. His dam is by A.P. Indy out of

Chilean Horse of the Year and later GI Ruffian H. winner Wild

Spirit (Chi) (Hussonet), and he showed due iron in banking a few

dimes short of a million.

Chris McGrath's Value Podium

Gold: NOT THIS TIME, Taylor Made $12,500

   Too talented a horse, with too good a pedigree, to pass up at

his reduced fee

Silver: FLINTSHIRE, Hill 'n' Dale $15,000

   If he doesn't sire Grade I winners I'll eat my hat

Bronze: UPSTART, Airdrie $10,000

   Time to get back aboard as a promising first crop hits the track

Integrity Act Hearing cont. from p1
   The most cogent argument repeatedly put forth by

pro-legislation speakers was that racehorses, unlike human

athletes, don=t have a say in being administered either

performance-enhancing or therapeutic drugs, and that decades

of permissive pharmaceutical abuse has eroded both the actual

health of American Thoroughbreds and the public=s perception

of whether the game is fair and ethical.

   Race-day medication has got to go, supporters argued,

claiming the crisis is so far out of control that a federal remedy

needs to be voted in to replace the current 38-state regulatory

framework.

   Opponents of HB 1754 told legislators that the sport=s equine

health crisis stems instead from a need for better monitoring of

pre-existing health conditions in racehorses. The introduction of

foaling-to-retirement monitoring and the shoring up of overall

safety standards were both cited as potential remedies. And if

regulators had a more comprehensive and open way of sharing

veterinary records, it would enable the industry to red-flag and

treat horses likely to suffer catastrophic injuries before they
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Dennis Drazin | Patty Wolfe

happened.

   It was also revealed in testimony that at least one stakeholder

who is against the current version of federal legislation is open

to the idea of achieving uniformity through a compromise bill

that could be hammered out by this summer.

   AWe=re all in theory talking about the same goals,@ Rep. Paul

Tonko (D-NY), the sponsor of the Integrity Act, said near the end

of the two-hour hearing before the Subcommittee on Consumer

Protection and Commerce. AAnd yet each of you [who testified

against it] opposes the very piece of legislation that would make

[uniformity] a reality instead of a tired talking point.

   ASo my question to any of youCand it=s mostly a rhetorical

oneCis when can we actually expect results from [the current

status-quo] scheme?@ Tonko continued. AWe=ve received

countless promises from the industry for decades. And yet here

we are in 2020, with more than 40 deaths on the tracks at Santa

Anita that are tarnishing the sport in the eyes of the American

public. When is enough enough?@

   Dennis Drazin, an attorney who is a former New Jersey racing

commissioner and the current chief executive of Darby

Development, which operates Monmouth Park, replied that the

two sides might not be far off in agreeing on a reform plan.

   AI=m frustrated by the delay. I agree with Congressman Tonko

that it=s taken too long,@ Drazin said. ABut we=re at a crisis now.

Because of [the equine fatalities] in Santa Anita, the whole focus

of the industry is on saving horse racing, because we recognize

we=re heading in the wrong direction. And I think that if you give

usCI=m going to go out on a limb and say another six

monthsCwe=ll be able to come together with a consensus bill

that would be better for the industry.@

   In his written testimony, Drazin explained that Aputting aside

the fact that I have always been opposed to federal legislation

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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and feel that the industry should self-regulate, I have been

participating in an industry effort to unify and support a bill that

all interested parties feel would be a compromiseY.While I still

believe that federal legislation is unnecessary, if it is inevitable, I

want to be part of the solution, and HR 1754 is not a solution,

but only a small part of all the needed reforms for our industry.@

   Four witnesses testified in support of the bill, which has

existed in the legislature since 2015 in three separate forms but

has never advanced past the subcommittee hearing stage:

William Lear, Jr. (vice chairman of The Jockey Club), Joe

DeFrancis (advisor to the Humane Society of the United States

and former chief executive of the Maryland Jockey Club), Chris

McCarron (retired Hall of Fame jockey) and Marty Irby

(executive director of Animal Wellness Action, a protection

advocacy organization).

   Three witnesses testified against the bill: Drazin, Ed Martin

(president of the Association of Racing Commissioners

International) and Dr. Kathleen Anderson (a Fair Hill, Maryland,

racehorse vet and past president of the American Association of

Equine Practitioners).

   Most of the witnesses used their allotted five minutes of

presentation time to read into the record the written testimony

they had submitted beforehand (see those statements here).

   But Rep. Darren Soto (D-FL) was able to elicit more

drilled-down responses by asking witnesses to state whether

they thought the current bill would restore integrity to the

sport, or, if not, what one specific counter-suggestion would

they propose instead.

   AI think this will do a world to improve the integrity of the

sport and the interest of people. The two things that most drive

people away from our sport are concerns about whether it=s

really fair and breakdowns. Nothing runs fans away from horse

racing like the death of a horse,@ said Lear.

   AIt would undoubtedly improve the integrity of the sport,@ said

DeFrancis. AMost importantly in the perception of our customers

and the perception of the general public, whose support we

need to have a viable business.@

   McCarron, who rode for 28 years, drew upon experiences he

had in 18 months of working as the general manager at Santa

Anita in 2003-04 to underscore his support for the bill.

   AI had [patrons] coming into my office on a daily basis saying

that the integrity of the sport is just abysmal,@ McCarron said.

AThat they are sick and tired of betting on races not knowing

who the cheaters are. Not knowing which horses are going to be

coming out of barns that are not playing by the rules. Something

drastic has to be done, and I have a lot of faith in this bill that it

would accomplish just that.@

   Even the witnesses who opposed the bill testified in response

to Soto=s question that there are some areas of common ground

between the pro and con positions.

   AI don=t think this bill as presently written is going to improve

the integrity of the sport,@ said Martin. ABut I think it would

improve the integrity of the sport if it were to take [the

proposed] non-governmental organization [and instead] turn it

into a multi-jurisdictional investigative [organization] to do

out-of-competition testing as well as out-of-competition

suitability exams to do the reviews of horses that are

red-flagged because of their vet records and procedures.@

   Anderson said AI believe that it would improve the integrity

from an anti-doping perspective.@ But, she added, AI do not think

it would change very much on the therapeutic medication. And I

think if I was to add to [the bill] it would be significant reforms in

the area of safety [because] I think it=s totally lacking in safety

oversight.@

   Drazin summed up his thoughts by noting perceived flaws in

the bill but still calling for Auniformity across the country in order

to protect these horses.@

   AThis bill will not save racehorses. There will still be injuries.

There will still be deaths,@ Drazin said. AWhat it will doCI

agreeCis it will accomplish something in changing the public=s

perception of being able to promote that all horses are

medication-free on race day. I think that may restore some

public confidence. But I think in order to save horses, what I=d

like to see changed is [to] incorporate amendments that deal

with racetrack safety accreditation [and better detection of]

pre-existing injuries.@

   Just like in June 2018, when a previous version of the Integrity

Act was debated by industry stakeholders in a hearing before

the Digital Commerce and Consumer Protection subcommittee,

a good portion of the back-and-forth testimony on Tuesday

revolved around race-day Lasix usage, which HB 1754 would

prohibit.

   UnfortunatelyCjust like in 2018Cthe densely complicated

topics of exercise-induced pulmonary hemorrhage and Lasix

therapy are so cumbersome and polarizing that it seemed

difficult for either side to make salient points under time

constraints.

   At one point, Rep. Buddy Carter (R-GA)Cthe only pharmacist

currently serving in CongressCbegan grilling Anderson about the

performance-enhancing capabilities of Lasix based on the

diuretic=s prodigious ability to pull water weight out of

racehorses.

   AIf you take 20 or 30 pounds of fluid off of a horse, can they

run faster?@ Carter asked.

   AI don=t know the answer to that, and I=m not sure that

anybody does,@ Anderson replied. AIn humans, that is correct.

But for example, where I practice, we ship to seven different

states on any given day, and those horses are going to be losing

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Ahmed Zayat | Sarah Andrew

weight just [from] shipping.

   Carter interjected that he=s no veterinarian, but Acommon

sense@ would tell him that taking 20 or 30 pounds off an animal

would help it move faster.

   AThat=s common sense, but that=s not science,@ Anderson shot

back. AAnd that=s all I=m trying to speak from.@

   Drazin later testified from a track executive=s perspective what

HB 1754=s no race-day medication mandate would mean.

   AIf you ban Lasix, number one, my track, Monmouth Park, we

probably won=t survive,@ Drazin said. AI don=t think we=ll be able

to get enough horses to participate because probably 80 to 90%

of our horses run on Lasix now.@

   Tonko, the bill=s sponsor, asked opponents to look beyond the

controversial race-day medication ban to see the beneficial

Aripple effects@ in overall horse health that he predicted would

follow if the measure passed into law.

   DeFrancis urged the bill=s opponents not to scuttle the entire

piece of legislation based on disagreement with its key point.

   AI agree with many of the things that Mr. Martin and Mr.

Drazin have said in terms of things that we can do to improve

horse health and safety,@ DeFrancis said. ABut let=s not make the

perfect the enemy of the good. We need to take action right

away. Every day that we delay, we=re losing more and more

public support, more and more fans, more and more customers.

And it=s getting that much more difficult to get them back.@

Thoroughbred Safety Coalition Issues a Statement Following

the Congressional Hearing...

   Following the House Energy & Commerce Subcommittee on

Digital Commerce and Consumer Protection=s hearing on the

Horseracing Integrity Act, the Thoroughbred Safety Coalition

issued the following statement:

   AThe Thoroughbred Safety Coalition=s top priority is the

wellbeing of our athletes, both equine and human. To this end,

we welcome and applaud all ongoing efforts to increase the

safety and integrity of our sport. While lawmakers work through

the lengthy legislative process, the Thoroughbred racing

community must work together to advocate for and implement

meaningful reforms in racing jurisdictions across the country. It

is our responsibility to ensure the horses that make our sport so

special are racing under the safest and most transparent

conditions possible. We can and must act quickly.

   That=s why leading racetracks and key stakeholders, including

Breeders= Cup Limited, Churchill Downs Incorporated,

Keeneland Association Inc., the New York Racing Association

Inc., Del Mar Thoroughbred Club and The Stronach Group, along

with the American Association of Equine Practitioners, Dixiana

Farm, the Kentucky Thoroughbred Association, Mt. Brilliant

Farm, the National Thoroughbred Racing Association,

Stonestreet Farm, the Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders

Association and the University of Kentucky, have united in an

industry-led effort to advance safety measures. Together, we

can enact meaningful change with immediate effect.

   Through increased medication restrictions, expanded

veterinary examinations, stricter transparency and

accountability measures, centralized and increased reporting

requirements, data analysis, more consistent racing surfaces and

additional operational reforms, the coalition will promote a

culture of safety in Thoroughbred racing. The most powerful

traditions are those that adapt. Change cannot wait.@

ZAYAT ASKS COURT TO DISSOLVE ORDER

APPOINTING RECEIVER
by Bill Finley

   Ahmed Zayat has filed a motion asking the same court that

appointed a receiver to oversee the assets of his Zayat Stables

to dissolve that order and instead allow the stable to resolve its

dispute with MGG Investment Group in some other matter.

   The filing came five days after a Fayette County (Ky) Circuit

Court judge ordered Zayat=s assets into receivership, a response

to a $23-million civil lawsuit lodged by the investment firm,

MGG Investment Group, LP. MGG had alleged that Zayat had

defaulted on his loans and had improperly sold shares in

American Pharoah that were being used as collateral against his

loans. Lexington-based Elizabeth Woodward, the director of

forensic accounting and litigation support for Dean Dorton, was

appointed as the receiver and was authorized to Atake charge of,

operate, preserve, maintain and care for all of the assets of the

defendant, Zayat Stables, including, but not limited to, all

horses, breeding rights, files, papers, records, documents,
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Omaha Beach arrives at Spendthrift | Autry Graham/Spendthrift

insurance policies, monies, securities, bank accounts, books of

account, and all other property, real or personal.@

   Zayat=s motion does not deny that he owes money to MGG or

that he missed a scheduled payment Sept. 30, 2019, but

contends that MGG and its lawyers Aran into court without so

much as providing notice to Zayat Stables in an effort to

unlawfully seize control of the Stables...@ The motion asks that

Zayat Stables, instead of having its assets under the control of a

receiver, be allowed to liquidate its assets as it sees fit.  

   Zayat=s lawyers contend that a fairer solution would be for the

assets to be sold through a dispersal sale that would be part of

Fasig-Tipton=s sales in July or April. That, Zayat=s lawyers argue,

would allow their client to pay back MGG in full.

   AAt the conclusion of the dispersal, it is very possible, if not

likely, that more than $23 million in proceeds will have been

generated, meaning that MGG can be satisfied in full,@ the

motion reads. 

   The motion also contends that MGG=s lawsuit was improper

because the parties, at the time, were working toward an

amicable agreement whereby Zayat would pay off his debt.

Instead, it claims the MGG ceased negotiation and Arushed to

court to file a Complaint carefully drafted to gain media

attention.@

   "This lawsuit should never have been filed, as lenders and

borrowers regularly work out issues related to collateral without

the need for a receiver or any judicial oversight at all,@ the

motion reads. AThat is exactly what could and should have

happened here, as the parties were in negotiations that would

bring maximum value out of MGG's collateral and likely make it

whole.@ Another passage reads: A...MGG filed a one-sided

Complaint and obtained an overreaching and unwarranted

order appointing a receiver on faulty grounds and faulty

process.@ 

   The motion attempts to shift the focus to MGG and ways that

company Adidn=t tell the whole story.@ It claims that MGG failed

to disclose the following: Zayat had been making regular

payments in a timely manner and had already paid MGG $16

million; MGG breached its loan agreement by overcharging

Zayat $900,000 in 2017; that Zayat made over $3.5 million in

interest and other payments after selling American Pharoah

breeding rights.

   The sale of the American Pharoah breeding rights was a

central theme of MGG=s complaint against Zayat with the

investment firm alleging Zayat Apocketed@ the money. Zayat

admits selling nine shares for $3.3 million, but argues in the

motion that the money was used to Agenerate cash for its

operations and loan obligations.@

   The motion also maintains that Zayat Stables was denied the

opportunity to defend itself at the original hearing because the

surprise filing by MGG did not give it time to find counsel in

Kentucky. Zayat=s attorneys are not a AKentucky admitted

counsel.@ Because of that, his lawyers argue, Zayat Stables was

not able to defend itself.

   The motion also states that MGG turned a Acommon breach of

contract action into a soap opera.@

   A...MGG could have filed a simple breach of contract claim

alleging a legal obligation, breach, and the amount due under

the note. That would have been sufficient under notice pleading

requirements.@

   The motion even references a story in the Thoroughbred Daily

News entitled AZayat Stables in Receivership: What Exactly Does

That Mean?A as an example of how publicity from MGG=s tactics

added Ato confusion about the Equine Collateral@ which could

Agreatly reduce its value in any liquidation sale...@

OMAHA BEACH ARRIVES AT SPENDTHRIFT;

INJURY BEING EVALUATED
by Kelsey Riley & Bill Finley

   LEXINGTON, KYBLess than 24 hours after arriving at

Spendthrift Farm, three-time Grade I winner Omaha Beach (War

Front) was paraded on Tuesday afternoon for a crowd of

breeders, media and fans, with farm owner B. Wayne Hughes

making an appearance to welcome the latest addition to his

stallion roster, who starts out this year at $45,000. 

   The imposing bay posed for upwards of 20 minutes, his

behavior more reminiscent of a seasoned stallion than a colt

fresh off the racetrack.

   AHe=s a remarkably intelligent and easy-going horse and that=s

certainly everything we=d heard about him from [trainer]
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Richard [Mandella], but even having heard that it=s really

impressive to see,@ remarked Spendthrift General Manager Ned

Toffey.

   Omaha Beach was never worse than third in 10 starts and won

the GII Rebel S. and Grade I Arkansas Derby, Santa Anita Sprint

Championship S. and Malibu S. in addition to finishing second in

the GI Breeders= Cup Dirt Mile, but his career was also marked

by a series of misfortunes. He was forced to scratch as the

favorite days out from the GI Kentucky Derby after developing

an entrapped epiglottis, and his return to the races over the

summer was further delayed by a virus. He was set to start as

the favorite in the GI Pegasus World Cup last weekend, but was

pulled from the race last Thursday after developing light

swelling in his right hind fetlock post-training. 

   ARichard said he=d gone to the track and had gone to the gate

on Thursday morning,@ Toffey recalled. AHe came back to the

barn and I know the track vet was scheduled to come by and 

Richard had told them he=d leave the bandages off so they could

get a good look at him. When they came to do that evaluation,

that=s when they first saw just a little bit of filling there, and I

know it was a little bit tender to flexion. At that point they took

the X-rays and saw something of a little bit of concern. They sent

those off to Dr. Bramlage and he confirmed that there was

essentially just a faint shadow there. And there was a very slight

lameness associated with it as well.@

   Tuesday, the farm ordered more X-rays and consulted with a

number of vets.

   "There is absolutely no indication of any lameness," Toffey

said. "The ankle is staying tight with little or no inflammation.

We took X-rays first thing this morning for comparison sake to

the original X-rays and there is no change whatsoever from a

few days ago."

   Toffey said that the farm was seeking as many opinions as

possible and, as of Tuesday afternoon, was still waiting to hear

from a few veterinarians.

   "I'm still waiting for full written reports from all the vets," he

said. "We solicited opinions from several vets and we are still

waiting for all of them to report. Right now, things look pretty

good for him to be able to start breeding on or very close to on

schedule. We will continue to monitor it. But so far so good.. It's

always day by day in this business, even under normal

circumstances. But we are very happy with what we have seen

so far. We will watch him and watch his ankle very closely to

make sure there are no setbacks. Right now, things have gone as

well as we possibility could have hoped."

   The breeding season begins Feb. 10 at Spendthrift. Until then,

Omaha Beach will go through the same routine any horse would

go through when coming right off the track.

   "A normal letdown schedule for a horse coming off the track

will probably suffice for this horse," Toffey said. "That means

roughly a week in a pen and letting down and getting

acclimated. Throughout that time we will expand the size of the

pen and let him get used to his surroundings. After that, we will

remove the pen and turn him out and will move forward from

there.@

   As a three-time Grade I winner by War Front and a half-

brother to champion Take Charge Brandi and grandson of

Broodmare of the Year Take Charge Lady (Dehere), the odds are

short that Omaha Beach=s stud career will be worth the wait.

   AThis is just a really exciting stallion prospect I think by

anyone=s standards,@ Toffey said. AWe couldn=t be more excited

to have him. He=s such a classy looking and classy acting horse,

and it goes with the pedigree and everything we=ve seen and

heard about him. We=re just really excited about this horse.@

UNION RAGS COLT TOPS OBS OPENER
by Jessica Martini

   A short yearling by Union Rags topped Tuesday=s consignor

preferred session of the Ocala Breeders= Sales Company=s

Winter Mixed Sale when selling for $165,000 to the Blue Sky

Stables pinhooking partnership led by Brian Graves. The dark

bay colt (hip 4) was consigned by Pelican State Thoroughbreds

as agent for breeder David Fennelly=s Mountmellick Farm.

   The yearling, out of La Milanesa (Mr. Greeley), is a half-

brother to stakes winner Ginger N Rye (More Than Ready). His

second dam, multiple Grade I-placed Hometown Queen

(Pleasant Colony), produced graded stakes winner Bowman=s

Band (Dixieland Band).

   AHe stood out physically more than anything,@ consignor Terry

Gabriel said of the colt. AHe=s a grand-looking horse with a big

eye and a pretty walk. He was all that.@

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Terry Gabriel | Fasig-Tipton photo

SESSION TOPPERS

   Of the April foal=s placement in the OBS sale, Gabriel added,

AHe was one that was really far behind early on and we decided

just to wait on him. He came around and was ready. [OBS Sales

Coordinator] Chad Johnson saw him up in Kentucky 90 days ago

and said, >You know, you should bring him here because they=re

going to like him a lot.= So he convinced me that that was the

right avenue.@  

   Mountmellick Farm purchased La Milanesa, in foal to Liam=s

Map for $170,000 at the 2018 Keeneland January sale. Her

Liam=s Map colt sold for $95,000 at last year=s Keeneland

September Yearling Sale.

   During Tuesday=s consignor preferred section, 137 of the 186

catalogued head went through the ring, with 85 selling for

$1,913,500. The average rose 34% to $22,512 and the median

was up 8.3% to $13,000. The buy-back rate was 38%. The

session topper was one of three short yearlings to sell for six

figures on the day. The top price for a yearling at the auction in

2019 was $75,000.

   Ralph M. Evans purchased the highest-priced offering in the

Horses of Racing Age section, going to $125,000 to acquire

Summer at the Spa (Summer Front) (hip 219) from the Niall

Brennan Stables consignment. The 3-year-old filly is a winner in

one start for Mike Ryan and trainer Jimmy Toner after closing

stoutly to take her debut over the Aqueduct turf last November.

A $60,000 Fasig-Tipton New York-bred Yearling purchase in

2018, she sold for $55,000 at last year=s OBS April Sale.

   A total of 67 horses of racing age sold Tuesday for a gross of

$1,314,400. The average was $19,618 and the median was

$11,000.

   Pelican State Thoroughbreds sold five yearlings Tuesday at

OBS and Gabriel said demand in the sales ring continued to be

polarized.

   AWe were really busy all of the way through with every horse,@

Gabriel said. AThey were pretty particular about what they were

looking for. Like any other sale anymore, they were kind of

settling on the top. So you get a pile of people on the Union

Rags and you don=t get anybody on anybody else. It=s kind of the

trend.@

   The OBS Winter Sale continues with an open session beginning

at 11 a.m. Wednesday.

OBS WINTER MIXED SALE

TUESDAY=S TOP SHORT YEARLINGS
 HIP SEX SIRE | DAM PRICE ($)

004 colt Union Rags--La Milanesa 165,000

Breeder: Mountmellick Farm, LLC (Ky)

Consignor: Pelican State Thoroughbreds, Agent I

Purchaser: Blue Sky Stables

064 filly Liam=s Map--Stellabymoonlight 135,000

($24,000 i/u >18 KEENOV)

Breeder: Ballyfair Bloodstock (Ky) 

                                                               

OBS WINTER MIXED SALE

 SELECT SESSION 2020 2019
 $ Catalogued 186 186
 $ No. Offered 137 158
 $ No. Sold 85 106
 $ RNAs 52 52
 $ % RNAs 38.0% 32.9%
 $ High Price $165,000 $75,000
 $ Gross $1,913,500 $1,777,100
 $ Average (% change) $22,512 (+34.3%) $16,765
 $ Median (% change) $13,000 (+8.3%) $12,000

 Horses of Racing Age 2020 2019
 $ Catalogued 151 117
 $ No. Offered 79 75
 $ No. Sold 67 64
 $ RNAs 12 11
 $ % RNAs 15.2% 14.7%
 $ High Price $125,000 $200,000
 $ Gross $1,314,400 $1,194,000
 $ Average (% change) $19,618 (+5.2%) $18,656
 $ Median (% change) $11,000 (+22.2%) $9,000
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Consignor: Stuart Morris, Agent VII

Purchaser: Bill & Corinne Heiligbrodt

011 filly Exaggerator--Lovely Dream 100,000

Breeder: France & Irwin Weiner (Fl)

Consignor: Stuart Morris, Agent VIII

Purchaser: de Meric Stables, agent

040 filly Tapiture--Pretty Springs 90,000

Breeder: Ponder Hill, Inc. (Ky)

Consignor: Abbie Road Farm (Lisa McGreevy), Agent III

Purchaser: Team Casse, agent

CHURCHILL DOWNS LAUNCHES CONTEST TO FIND

OFFICIAL TASTE TESTER
   Churchill Downs is seeking its first >Official Menu Taste Tester

of the 146th Kentucky Derby.= Now through Feb. 12, the first

100 people to share their favorite original Derby party recipe

will have the chance to join Churchill Downs= Executive Chef

David Danielson in the racetrack=s kitchen to finalize this year=s

official menu that will be served to thousands. To enter to win,

click here.

   The winner of this will be awarded a trip to Louisville with a

guest in March 2020 for the tasting and selection. The

experience also includes dining vouchers to Louisville=s best

restaurants and tickets to the Kentucky Derby May 2.

   Entries are open to U.S. residents 21 or older and the winner

will be selected by Danielson based on creativity, preparation

and consistence with the Derby party theme.

NEW THOROUGHBRED RACING GAME LAUNCHED
   The Thoroughbred Racing Challenge game is a free online 

horse racing fantasy contest tracking the 3-year-old horses,

trainers and jockeys on the Triple Crown trail (website). It was

previously run as a private family game of the Ball family for

over 20 years. Only 1,000 participants will be accepted for 2020.

   The Thoroughbred Racing Challenge game puts you in the

position of being the best jockey in the nation with your pick of

the best horse to ride in any of the prep races anywhere in the

country. Your choices will be graded with Avirtual payoffs@ of a

A$2 Win-Place-Show@ mythical wager on your choice in each of

the races. The competition begins with the GII Risen Star S. at

Fair Grounds Feb. 15 and ends with the GI Belmont S. June 6.

TWO SCHOLARSHIPS TO BE AWARDED ON

PREMIER NIGHT AT DELTA DOWNS
   The Louisiana Thoroughbred Breeders Association will award

two scholarships each valued at $1,000. The two scholarships

will be awarded during Premier Night Saturday, Feb. 8, at Delta

Downs Racetrack & Casino, Vinton, La.

   AThe Louisiana Thoroughbred Breeders Association continues

to make an investment in the future of our state by investing in

our students and their education,@ said Roger Heitzmann,

secretary/treasurer for the Louisiana Thoroughbred Breeders

Association. AThis type of investment is for our future, the state,

as well as the organization. Our hope is that these scholarships

get the younger generations interested in Thoroughbred

racehorses so that our organization stays the top breeding

incentive program in the United States.@
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Tom Durkin | Horsephotos

Tired of all the bad news? So were we. So, in our new series,

we focus on the positive, asking people from non-horse racing

families two questions: how they get hooked, and how they'll

hook someone else on horse racing this year. 

TOM DURKIN 

What was the experience that made you fall in love with horse

racing? 

   I really had no particular interest in horse racing in my early

childhood. My dad would go to the track and that was about it, I

never really went with him a lot. 

   But I remember one day when I was about 12, I was hanging

out on the corner of my neighborhood in Chicago, waiting to

meet up with my friends. I was thumbing through the

newspaper when one of my neighbors, Mrs. Tenert, was walking

by. I was turned to the sports section where the entries were

listed. She asked me if I liked to play the horses. I said yes, so she

asked me who I liked in the first race that day. I looked down

and told her the first name I saw: Two Robinhoods. The next

day, I looked at the results and saw that Two Robinhoods had

won, and it paid $12.40 to win. (About 10 years after that, I was

calling races at country fairs in Wisconsin, and who showed up

but Two Robinhoods, at the age of about 12 or 13). 

   So after that, a few of my friends and I started sneaking to the

track. We would go to Arlington or Hawthorne, and it was just a

thrilling place to be for me. There would be thousands of people

there, screaming their heads off, smoking cigars, and eating

corned beef sandwiches. So I got into the sport as just a

two-dollar player. 

Would you commit to creating one new fan this year and, if so,

what would be the experience you use to introduce them to

the sport? 

   If I were bringing in a new fan, there's no question, I would

take them to Saratoga. In the morning, we would watch the

horses work out and then go to Triangle Diner for breakfast.

Then we'd go back and get all duded up to go to the track.

Saratoga is completely enveloped in horse racing. 

   I give tours at the National Racing Museum in Saratoga. When

the tour starts, I ask people if they've ever been to Saratoga.

And I always tell them that I have never met someone who has

come to Saratoga and never come back.

"   "   "

The Exhaustion of Basic Illusions: The New Horse Racing

   As the calendar has turned to 2020, it=s impossible for horse

racing enthusiasts to forget the extremely controversial year the

sport had in 2019. J.N. Campbell, The Sports Haven
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SIRE LISTS  Sponsored by

FOR ALL TDN SIRE LISTSBINCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CROP-YEAR REPORTS--VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/ 

2020 Leading Lifetime Active Sires by Earnings
for stallions standing in North America through Monday, Jan. 27

Earnings and Black-type represents Worldwide figures & stud fees are for 2020

Rank Stallion BTW BTH GSW GSH G1SW G1SH Starters Wnrs Highest Earner Earnings

1 Tapit 132 254  80 155   25   52     1030  770 3,926,625 131,066,497

(2001) by Pulpit FYR: 2006  Crops: 13  Stands: Gainesway Farm KY  Fee: $200,000 Untapable

2 Distorted Humor 149 264  62 119   16   34     1200  915 3,728,170 122,002,495

(1993) by Forty Niner FYR: 2000  Crops: 19  Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $50,000 Drosselmeyer

3 Malibu Moon 120 226  48 105   17   36     1362  988 2,612,516 116,815,367

(1997) by A.P. Indy FYR: 2001  Crops: 18  Stands: Spendthrift Farm KY  Fee: $60,000 Orb

4 Candy Ride (Arg)  86 142  43  78   15   33      936  678 13,988,500 103,824,348

(1999) by Ride the Rails FYR: 2006  Crops: 13     Stands: Lane's End Farm KY  Fee: $100,000 Gun Runner

5 Kitten's Joy  97 174  47  92   14   33     1051  752 4,292,904  98,697,590

(2001) by El Prado (Ire) FYR: 2007  Crops: 12    Stands: Hill 'n' Dale Farms KY  Fee: $75,000 Stephanie's Kitten

6 Medaglia d'Oro 114 188  58 109   21   44      949  603 4,692,000  97,669,204

(1999) by El Prado (Ire) FYR: 2006  Crops: 13  Stands: Darley KY  Fee: $200,000 Songbird

7 More Than Ready 118 223  45  94   10   27     1259  924 2,939,765  95,962,727

(1997) by Southern Halo FYR: 2002  Crops: 17  Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $80,000 Roy H

8 Tale of the Cat  81 183  29  66    7   21     1351 1013 5,369,800  95,266,942

(1994) by Storm Cat FYR: 2000  Crops: 19  Stands: Ashford Stud KY  Fee: $15,000 Gio Ponti

9 Stormy Atlantic 102 174  41  70    7   20     1215  890 1,870,376  91,180,842

(1994) by Storm Cat FYR: 2000  Crops: 19  Stands: Hill 'n' Dale Farms KY  Fee: $10,000 Up With the Birds

10 Speightstown 109 170  49  88   15   35      846  646 1,414,689  87,557,470

(1998) by Gone West FYR: 2006  Crops: 13      Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $70,000 Essence Hit Man

11 Lemon Drop Kid 93 182  45  97    9   25     1113  788 2,532,945  87,042,331

(1996) by Kingmambo FYR: 2002  Crops: 17    Stands: Lane's End Farm KY  Fee: $20,000 Beach Patrol

12 Tiznow  77 147  43  74   14   29     1068  684 2,170,340  81,339,025

(1997) by Cee's Tizzy FYR: 2003  Crops: 16  Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $40,000 Tourist

13 Curlin  63 115  31  71    9   23      589  407 4,803,125  74,424,551

(2004) by Smart Strike FYR: 2010  Crops: 9    Stands: Hill 'n' Dale Farms KY  Fee: $175,000 Vino Rosso

14 Broken Vow  77 151  26  50    5   13      956  753 1,909,823  72,985,483

(1997) by Unbridled FYR: 2003  Crops: 16  Stands: Pin Oak Stud  KY  Fee: $25,000 Unbridled Belle

15 Ghostzapper  75 120  40  65   12   22      661  499 3,859,311  72,878,956

(2000) by Awesome Again FYR: 2007  Crops: 12  Stands: Adena Springs KY  Fee: $85,000 Shaman Ghost

http://WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/
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Wednesday, January 29, 2020   

TDN CRITERIA
 The races covered in the TDN are as follows:

• Stakes: purses of $50,000/up

• Allowance Races: purses of $20,000/up

• Optional Claiming Races: purses of $20,000/up

• Maiden Special Weight Races: purses of $18,000/up

• Maiden Claiming Races: purses of $18,000/up & a minimum

claiming price of $40,000

FIRST-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29

Bourbon Courage (Lion Heart), Anchor & Hope Farm, $5,000

93 foals of racing age/9 winners/1 black-type winner

2-Charles Town, Aoc 7f, OLIVE'S BUMPA, 7-2

$1,000 RNA FTK FEB wnl; $15,000 EAS OCT yrl

2-Charles Town, Aoc 7f, PUNK ROCK PRINCESS, 3-1

$25,000 EAS OCT yrl

 

Competitive Edge (Super Saver), Ashford Stud, $12,500

155 foals of racing age/30 winners/4 black-type winners

3-Charles Town, Msw 6 1/2f, SMOKING BABY, 3-1

$30,000 KEE SEP yrl; $10,000 OBS MAR 2yo

 

Hampton Court (Aus) (Redoute's Choice {Aus}), Spendthrift Farm

44 foals of racing age/11 winners/0 black-type winners

2-Charles Town, Aoc 7f, BE WITH US, 15-1

 

Palace Malice (Curlin), Three Chimneys Farm, $25,000

211 foals of racing age/21 winners/2 black-type winners

1-Sam Houston Race Park, Msw 1mT, PRINCESA HELENA, 8-1

 

Race Day (Tapit), Spendthrift Farm, $7,500

145 foals of racing age/19 winners/4 black-type winners

2-Charles Town, Aoc 7f, ULTIMATE JUSTICE, 9-2

$20,000 RNA KEE SEP yrl; $16,000 EAS MAY 2yo

 

Wicked Strong (Hard Spun), Spendthrift Farm, $6,000

232 foals of racing age/29 winners/1 black-type winner

3-Sam Houston Race Park, Msw 1mT, WICKED VALENTINE, 6-1

$15,000 RNA TTA MIX yrl

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:

4th-Mahoning Valley, $31,300, (S), 1-28, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1m,

1:43.95, my.

DEER CREEK ROAD (g, 5, General Quarters--Golden Corona

{MGSP, $280,908}, by Gulch) Lifetime Record: SP, 34-2-5-6,

$98,557. O-Henry Chau; B-Jerome Daniels (OH); T-Ivan Vazquez. 

6th-Mahoning Valley, $24,000, 1-28, (NW2X), 3yo/up, f/m, 1m,

1:40.77, my.

NO CACHA NA (CHI) (m, 6, Grand Daddy--Ula Ula {Chi}, by

Malek {Chi}) Lifetime Record: GSW & G1SP-Chi, 28-9-4-4,

$163,649. O/T-David R. Reid; B-Haras Santa Eladia (CHI).

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Miss Vero, f, 3, Tale of the Cat--Mahna, by Candy Ride (Arg).

   Mahoning Valley, 1-28, 5f, 1:00.80. B-Carole I. Fernandez (KY). 

   *1ST-TIME STARTER.

GENERAL QUARTERS, Deer Creek Road, g, 5, o/o Golden

Corona, by Gulch. ALW, 1-28, Mahoning Valley

GRAND DADDY, No Cacha Na (Chi), m, 6, o/o Ula Ula (Chi), by

Malek (Chi). ALW, 1-28, Mahoning Valley

TALE OF THE CAT, Miss Vero, f, 3, o/o Mahna, by Candy Ride

(Arg). MSW, 1-28, Mahoning Valley

http://www.justicerealestate.com/
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Tale%20of%20the%20Cat&log=#tot


IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
KY SIRES FOR 2020: FIRST 2-YEAR-OLDS 
Chris McGrath examines stallions standing in Kentucky that have

their first juveniles this year. Click or tap here to go straight to

TDN America.
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Rab Havlin aboard Enable on the Newmarket gallops | Racing Post

RAB BURNS BRIGHT
FOR GOSDEN TEAM

By Emma Berry

   Look up the race records of Enable (GB), Stradivarius (Ire),

Cracksman (GB), Jack Hobbs (GB) and Without  Parole (GB) and

you'll find that, bar the fact that they are all Group 1 winners to

have been trained by John Gosden, they have something else in

common. These top horses, along with plenty of others in the

stable, were all ridden to victory on their debuts by Robert

Havlin, better known simply as 'Rab.'

   The Scotsman is the epitome of the loyal second jockey. With

his humility and the fact that he is often out of the limelight on

racing's bigger days, it would be easy to overlook Havlin, but

that would be folly. For the last two decades he has been a key

cog in the wheel which keeps turning the champion trainer's

significant operation to a higher level, first at Manton and, for

the last 14 years, at Clarehaven in Newmarket. Simply, Havlin

would not enjoy the important role he has in Britain's most

successful yard were it not for his work ethic and ability. And

enjoy it is exactly what he does.

   "Sometimes you have to pinch yourself really. It's an exciting

place to work," he says with a refreshing sense of wide-eyed

wonder even well into his 40s and in the depths of winter. 

   "The boss has always been a great trainer but I think he's even

better now. The owners just leave him to it. The results speak

for themselves and he can train them the way he wants to train

them."

   He only ever refers to Gosden as 'the boss' and, along with a

handful of trusted long-serving lieutenants at the stable,

including Barry O'Dowd, Tony Procter, Peter Shoemark, Gary

Rothwell and Danny Harrop, he would have a greater insight

than most on the workings of the country's most powerful

stable.

   "Barry and the boss will switch me around a lot on the

2-year-olds and 3-year-olds in the spring and I try to get around

them all at some stage or another," he explains. "We have to

give our opinions on the horses and that's how we work as a

team. I've worked with Barry for 30 years and he's great. He'll

say, 'This one is coming along, see what you think.' 

Cont. p2

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://www.tattersalls.com/
https://www.saracenhorsefeeds.com/thoroughbred
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Tony Procter, Frankie Dettori, John Gosden

and Rab Havlin | Racing Post

Rab Havlin Cont. from p1

   AThe senior members of the staff have all been there as long as

me and I think that's why it works. You don't have to ask twice

because you already know what's expected of you. Everybody

has their own role to play in the machine and it runs pretty

smoothly."

   Now 46, Havlin has been a racing man for all of his working

life, which began unofficially when he was 10 and in a more

formal manner from the day after his 16th birthday.

   "I started going to John Wilson's yard two weeks before my

11th birthday. My mother knew the blacksmith and would drive

me there. When I was old enough I was riding the horses back

from the gallops and then started riding out on Saturdays and

school holidays. Then when I turned 16, I started work for him

the next day," he recalls.

   Linda Perratt took over Wilson's Ayrshire stable at around the

same time as Peter Chapple-Hyam started training at Robert

Sangster's sprawling Manton estate. Before long, Havlin got

wind of an apprentice position at the Wiltshire stable and blew

south to England, where he has remained ever since.

   "Peter then went off to Hong Kong and the boss took over and

said there would be rides for me. That's how it started really and

now here we are 20 years later," he says.

   "We've been here in Newmarket for 14 years. It was one of

the best decisions I made to come here with him. Manton was

fantastic and I loved living there but as a career move it was the

right thing to come here and thankfully it has paid off."

   Havlin has maintained his career as a jockey and has over the

years ridden with notable success in Scandinavia as well as being

the leading rider three times at St Moritz's White Turf meeting

on the frozen lake, where he could combine riding with his other

passion for skiing. Cont. p3

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.alshaqabracing.com/en/thoroughbreds/olympic-glory
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I WON ON ENABLE FIRST TIME, AND

JACK HOBBS AND STRADIVARIUS,

BUT THAT’S MY JOB AND I WOULDN’T

CHANGE IT. I THINK I’VE GOT ONE OF

THE BEST JOBS IN THE

WEIGHING ROOM.
Rab Havlin

Rab Havlin Cont.

   The fact that the Gosden stable now has plenty of runners

through the winter as well as through the main season means

that Havlin rarely has much downtime.

   "I think one of the boss's best attributes as a trainer is that he's

able to give horses time because he doesn't have the pressure

from the owners. He won't push a horse that's not ready," he

says. "A lot of the 2-year-olds need a bit longer to mature and

with the all-weather racing through the winter it's great because

there are plenty of novice races, so you can give them the time.

So if they suddenly blossom coming into December you can go

and give them two or three pieces of work and have a nice

education and then you can put them away for the spring again.

There have been plenty of diamonds uncovered in December or

January over the last few years. Jack Hobbs, Enable, Stradivarius,

Without Parole--they all won in the winter on the all-weather,

and it keeps me busy."

   It's a statement that almost certainly would strike dread in the

hearts of smaller trainers who previously made hay while the

sun wasn't shining. Indeed, Gosden had a formidable 32%

strike-rate on the all-weather in 2019 and has already this

winter unleashed potential group horses such as Waldkonig

(GB), a Kingman (GB) half-brother to the Arc winner Waldgeist

(GB) (Galileo {Ire}), who broke his maiden on debut at

Wolverhampton in Dec. 7, ridden of course by Havlin. The colt's

nine-length victory earned him >TDN Rising Star= status and,

should the Derby entrant make it through to the Classics, Havlin

is pretty sanguine about the fact that he is unlikely to be riding

him. In fact, he is delighted to be able to work so closely with

Frankie Dettori, who is not just a colleague but a close friend.

   "I won on Enable first time, and Jack Hobbs and Stradivarius,

but that's my job and I wouldn't change it. I think I've got one of

the best jobs in the weighing-room. There are a lot of lads in

there who would give their left arm for my job. I'm lucky to have

it and to work for such a loyal boss," he says. Cont. p4

IN TDN AUS/NZ TODAY
TE AKAU PRODUCES ANOTHER DOMINANT PERFORMANCE

   Te Akau Racing’s David Ellis dominated trade as Book 1 of the

NZB National Yearling Sale ends.  Click or tap here to go

straight to TDN Aus/NZ.
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Cracksman and Rab Havlin | Racing Post

Rab Havlin Cont.

   "If they are good enough to be in the yard then they are pretty

decent horses. I'll ride winners for the stable and Frankie will be

on the phone asking if they are any good, and I'll put him right

on the ones that are good and those that we've perhaps been

luckier to win with. Frankie and I work well together--there's no

rivalry there whatsoever, we're a team."

   In a stable with a number of Classic prospects each year,

Havlin does sometimes have his turn and, after winning last

season's Cheshire Oaks on Mehdaayih (GB) (Frankel {GB}), he

was rewarded by keeping the ride on her for the Oaks, which

was ultimately won by her stablemate Anapurna (GB) (Frankel

{GB}). He was also on board

when subsequent dual Group

1 winner Shalaa (Ire)

(Invincible Spirit {Ire}) landed

his first stakes victory in the

G2 July S.

   "Frankie picked the wrong

one that day and rode one of

Hannon's," he recalls. "I was

jocked up on Cracksman at

one stage for the King George

but the ground wasn't right

for him so he didn't run. It

would have been fantastic to

ride him in a Group 1."

   Cracksman is recalled fondly

by Havlin as he rode him every day at home, just as he did

Kingman, whom he selects as his all-time favourite.

   He says, "Obviously it has been special to ride Enable at home

but I rode Kingman every day. He was an unbelievable racehorse

and he's looking like he'll be an unbelievable stallion. I also rode

his mother Zenda and she won the French Guineas and has

produced some lovely horses. It's funny riding horses now and I

might have ridden their sires or their grandams or grandsires."

   The homework for these horses is not just a crucial part of

Havlin's role at the stable but it also provided sustenance during

2017 when he was stood down from racing from January to

September for failing a drugs test in France the previous

October. It's a charge he denied vehemently and fought at great

financial cost but ultimately unsuccessfully. At the time, Gosden,

who stood by him throughout, described it as an "appalling

miscarriage of justice."

   Though Havlin has put that episode behind him, it's clear that

the injustice still rankles and he is full of sympathy for young

jockey Robbie Downey, who currently finds himself in a similar

position.

   Havlin, who had his hair sampled to prove that he had not

taken the substances

allegedly found in his

bloodstream, says, "It doesn't

matter how much evidence I

brought they just refused

point blank to listen. The

appeals system is an absolute

farce; you just can't win."

   As well as Gosden, Havlin

was assisted through the

episode by the legal expertise

of the trainer's wife, Rachel

Hood.

   "Rachel was really helpful

when my case was going on.

She's a fantastic woman," he

says. "But poor Robbie didn't really have anybody like that

behind him, though the PJA are helping. The good thing for me

was the boss kept me busy. I was riding three or four lots then

going racing with the boss, or going on my own to saddle up and

speak to the jockeys. I really enjoyed that side of it and maybe

that's something I'll think about doing when I retire, not that I'm

thinking about retiring yet. Frankie says he'll ride for another

five or six years and that will do me."

Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://shadwellstud.com/
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Rachel Wade

Godolphin Flying Start

Rab Havlin Cont.

   Havlin bounced back from adversity in the best way possible.

In 2018, he set a career best of 127 winners and added another

91 to his lifetime tally last year. Other trainers call on him when

they can, and he has already ridden winners this year for Lydia

Richards and Michael Attwater, but a significant number are

scored for the home team to which he remains true. 

   "We have that many runners that it's hard to keep the ride on

some outside horses because I just go where the boss and Peter

Shoemark send me, but that's not a bad position to be in," says

the man rightly happy with his lot and with a mindset which

many of us would do well to adopt. "You just take what you get

and don't worry about what you're not getting."

   In the coming months, Godolphin

Flying Start trainees will provide insight

into practices experienced and

observations taken on their worldwide

travels. Today, first-year trainee Rachel

Wade takes us through her time in

Newmarket.

   What does an American learn while

living in the epicentre of UK racing as a

Godolphin Flying Start trainee for eight

weeks?

   The simple answer is, a lot. 

   My experience in Newmarket began

on the morning of Oct. 30 when I decided to go for a run. I

realized quite quickly that the town was unlike any place I had

ever seen. From what seemed like every other side street and

alley way, horses were being ridden out into the road and my

run quickly turned into more of an exploration. Following the

flow of horses, I found what I recognised was Warren Hill and

sat to watch the horses gallop. In this moment, I knew that my

time in the UK would be special.

   Fast forward to the Tattersalls December Mares Sale, where I

was lucky enough to shadow Amanda Skiffington--a master in

her trade. Amanda also proved an excellent teacher and I

learned quite a bit about the ins and outs of such a sale. Having

never attended a mare sale, my learning curve was close to

vertical, but thanks to Amanda's patience I gained a working

knowledge of the area. The sale seemed a vibrant and successful

one, with an energetic atmosphere throughout the duration.

Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.darleyeurope.com/stallions/our-stallions/cracksman?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=Half%20page&utm_content=Cracksman&utm_campaign=Stallions
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The Godolphin Flying Start trainees with Pivotal | Rachel Wade

Global Views Cont.

   There were many high-quality mares sold during the week,

and it was a personal highlight to see the likes of Coplow (GB)

and Mabs Cross (GB) parade and go through the ring.

   Following the mare sale, we spent the last two and a half

weeks visiting top training yards

and stud farms in the mornings,

with lectures from local industry

professionals in the afternoons.

The stud farm visits were

highlighted by Cheveley Park Stud

and Shadwell, where we were

greeted with warm hospitality and

beautiful horses. One of my

favourite moments was meeting

the mighty Pivotal (GB), who

looked absolutely fantastic while

standing patiently for photos. The

group also visited the racing yards

of Sir Mark Prescott, David

Simcock and Amy Murphy. Not

only was it interesting to see the

different yards and training methods, but to learn the various

business models that are implemented in each business. Sir

Mark Prescott's Heath House Stable is a beautiful yard steeped

with racing history and the trainer is a genius in both storytelling

and explanation, which made for an unforgettable visit. 

   The group spent an afternoon at Morgans Evans Pretraining

just outside of Newmarket. Owners Tiffany and Richard were

very forthcoming with what it

takes to build a business from the

ground up. They gave us insight

into the cost of building and

maintaining a business, as well as

finding the right balance in size. I

really enjoyed learning how they

break in the yearlings and how

this early education can affect

their race training over the years

to come. 

   With Thoroughbred aftercare

becoming increasingly scrutinized

in current times, it was interesting

to tour Godolphin's rehoming

facility. I believe that this area will

define the industry over the

coming years and the need for similar programs will only

increase. Cont. p7

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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The first reported foal for GI Breeders' Cup Mile hero Expert Eye is this filly out of Domitilla, born at Old Buckenham Stud on Jan. 25. | Juddmonte

Global Views Cont.

   We learned about the steps of retraining the horses as well as

the adoption process. The program does a wonderful job of

finding the perfect match for each horse, and graduates have

gone on to be successful in many different careers. 

   Outside of visits and lectures, the group enjoyed full-day

workshops in media and law. During the media workshop, we

learned on-camera interview techniques and there are no doubt

a couple blossoming reporters in the group. We learned about

contracts and liability during the law workshop which is certainly

something that will prove useful as many of us look to start our

own businesses when we graduate in 2021.

   We have now commenced the third phase of Godolphin Flying

Start in Kentucky. Our time in the UK was hugely valuable, with

many industry professionals dedicating a lot of their time to

teaching the group about their niche in the industry. The

breadth of subjects covered in eight weeks gave us all a good

taste of UK racing, and I truly enjoyed learning about the

industry. I can't thank everyone enough for their hospitality

during our time in the UK--it was an unforgettable experience.

EXPERT EYE GREETS FIRST FOALS
   Juddmonte stallion and GISW Expert Eye (GB) (Acclamation

{GB}) welcomed his first four reported foals in late January, the

stud announced on Tuesday. Leading the quartet, is a bay filly

out of Domitilla (GB) (Cape Cross {Ire}) foaled at Old Buckenham

Stud on Jan. 25. Her second dam won an Italian listed stake,

while this is also the family of Italian highweight and GSW

Kyllachy Loose (GB) (Kyllachy {GB}).

   The 2018 GI Breeders= Cup Mile victor=s second foal arrived at

Ballyogue Stud on Jan. 27. The bay colt, out of G3 International

S. victress Precious Gem (Ire) (Sadler=s Wells), is owned by Sally

Rowley-Williams. He is Aa good size with plenty of bone, good

colour, very correct, a very nice foal,@ John Lenihan reported.

Japanese MG1SP Fiero (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}) is under the

second dam, herself a full-sister to European Horse of the Year

Rock of Gibraltar (Ire) (Danehill). Cont. p8

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/global-views-with-rachel-wade/
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The Tattersalls Ireland topper, a No Risk At All colt | Tattersalls Ireland

AUSTRALIAN GROUP 1 RACES B 2020

Date Race Track

Feb. 8 G1 C. F. Orr S. Caulfield

Feb. 15 G1 Black Caviar Lightning S. Flemington

Feb. 22 G1 Ladbrokes Blue Diamond S. Caulfield

G1 Ladbrokes Oakleigh Plate Caulfield

G1 Futurity S. Caulfield

Feb. 29 G1 Australian Guineas Flemington

G1 TAB Chipping Norton S. Randwick

G1 Surround S. Randwick

Mar. 7 G1 Newmarket H. Flemington

G1 Australian Cup Flemington

G1 Mostyn Copper Randwick Guineas Randwick

Expert Eye First Foals Cont.

   Another bay colt was produced by the winning and MGSP

Oeuvre d=Art (Ire) (Marju {Ire}) at Trinity Park Stud on Jan. 28.

Becky Marsh described the new arrival as Aa lovely, strong colt

with plenty of class.@ His dam is a daughter of Italian SW Midefix

(Ity) (Night Shift).

   Rounding out the foursome was a dark bay colt who also

arrived on Jan. 28. Foaled at the Irish National Stud, he is out of

Rickrack (Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}), a half-sister to Hong Kong MSW

Arasina (Ire) (Footstepsinthesand {GB}), runner-up in the G1

Champions Mile.

   Expert Eye, who covered 139 mares last year, stands at

Juddmonte=s Banstead Manor Stud for £17,500 in 2020.

MEDIAN RISES AT FEBRUARY NATIONAL

HUNT SALE
   At the close of trade on Tuesday, the Tattersalls Ireland

February National Hunt Sale saw a record median of €9,250, an

increase of 23% on last year=s mark. The gross for the 168 lots

sold was €1,928,950, while the average was €11,482. The top

price was €60,000 for a yearling colt (lot 259) by No Risk At All

(Fr) at €60,000. Consigned by Rahinston Stud, the son of

Sardagna (Fr) (Medaaly {GB}) was knocked down to Ryan Mahon

and Colm Donlon. The bay is a half-brother to Amore Alato (GB)

(Winged Love {Ire}), a listed winner over fences and third in the

G1 32nd Red Kauto Star Novices= Chase.

   "Following on from last year's record breaking one-day

February National Hunt Sale, today's sale saw strong trade for

choice lots, and it was particularly pleasing for the sale to

produce the highest median on record,@ said Tattersalls Ireland

CEO Matt Mitchell said.

Tuesday=s Result:

2nd-Southwell, ,5,300, Novice, 1-28, 3yo/up, 8f 13y (AWT),

1:43.29, st.

DUNE OF PILAT (FR) (c, 3, Medaglia d=Oro--Rusty Slipper

{MGSW & GISP-US, $332,393}, by Lemon Drop Kid), successful

in a Dundalk maiden over seven furlongs in December, tanked

through the early stages racing prominently. Taking control

approaching the two-furlong pole, the 1-4 favourite asserted to

register a facile eight-length success, eased down, from

Looktothelight (Mineshaft). The winner is the first foal out of the

GIII Violet S. and GIII Red Carpet H. winner who was also third in

the GI Rodeo Drive S. She is a half-sister to three other stakes

performers including the GIII Oceanport H. and GIII Appleton H.

winner and GI Turf Mile third Gulch Approval (Gulch), and also

to the dam of the GI Wood Memorial and GII Jim Dandy S.-

winning sire Wicked Strong (Hard Spun). Her yearling filly by Sea

the Stars (Ire) was a i220,000 Arqana August Yearling purchase

by Meridian International this year, while she also has a filly foal

by Invincible Spirit (Ire) and was bred to Uncle Mo and Justify for

2020. Sales history: i340,000 Ylg >18 ARAUG. Lifetime Record:

3-2-1-0, $17,503. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Sun Bloodstock; B-Ralphy Meahjohn (FR); T-Joseph O=Brien.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/expert-eye-greets-first-foals/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/median-rises-at-february-national-hunt-sale/
http://db.tattersalls.ie/4DCGI/Entry/Lot/FNH20/259
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Medaglia%20d'Oro#tot
https://www.attheraces.com/atrplayer-popup/VOD/1128386?partner=tdn


GROUP ENTRIES 

            
            

Thursday, Meydan, UAE, post time: 7:05 p.m.

AL RASHIDIYA SPONSORED BY HAMDAN BIN MOHAMMED CRUISE TERMINAL-G2, $250,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up,

1800mT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Sharpalo (Fr) Shamardal Beasley bin Harmash 125

2 Loxley (Ire) New Approach (Ire) Doyle Appleby 125

3 Mountain Hunter Lonhro (Aus) Cosgrave bin Suroor 125

4 Dream Castle (GB) Frankel (GB) Soumillon bin Suroor 125

5 Majestic Mambo SAf) Mambo in Seattle de Vries de Kock 125

6 Light the Lights (SAf) Western Winter Mullen Seemar 125

7 Barney Roy (GB) Excelebration (Ire) Buick Appleby 125

Thursday, Meydan, UAE, post time: 9:25 p.m.

AL SHINDAGHA SPRINT SPONSORED BY DP WORLD UAE REGION-G3, $200,000, NH & SH 3yo/up, 1200m

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Gladiator King K Curlin Barzalona Seemar 128

2 Alfredo Arcano (Ire) Arcano (Ire) Cosgrave Marnane 125

3 Ibn Malik (Ire) Raven’s Pass Crowley Al Mheiri 125

4 I Kirk (Swe) Eishin Dunkirk Lopez Berneklint 125

5 Drafted Field Commission Dobbs Watson 125

6 Alkaraama K War Front O’Neill Al Mheiri 125

7 Truck Salesman K Can the Man Jara O’Neill 125

8 All Out Blitz Concord Point Mullen Seemar 125

*All post times are local time.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/tdn-sire-stats/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/tdn-sire-stats/
https://www.keeneland.com/about/lifes-work?#oral-history
http://www.keeneland.com/sales
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Te Akau=s David Ellis | TDN AusNZ

TE AKAU PRODUCES ANOTHER
DOMINANT PERFORMANCE

By Paul Vettise

   David Ellis has led the Karaka buying bench for a decade and

a-half and it was business as usual, and plenty of it, for the Te

Akau supremo as the curtain came down on a successful Book 1

of New Zealand Bloodstock=s National Yearling Sale.

At A Glance:
$ Turnover reached NZ$67,130,000 with 21 less horses

catalogued than 2019 when NZ$67,206,500 was

grossed, representing an average of NZ$138,698

compared to NZ$137,437 last year.

$ Sale median was up NZ$7500 to NZ$107,500, with the

clearance increasing from 77% to 79%.

$ Waikato Stud the leading vendor on aggregate for the

seventh consecutive year with 59 Lots sold for

NZ$9,902,500 while Trelawney Stud was the leading

seller on average with 11 Lots sold for NZ$314,545.

$ Te Akau chief David Ellis ends Book 1 as the leading

buyer for the 15th year in a row with 28 Lots purchased

for NZ$6.5 million.

$ Peter Moody was active and he also went to

NZ$500,000 to secure a daughter of Exceed And Excel,

who was offered by Trelawney Stud.

$ A well-related filly by Snitzel was presented by

Pencarrow Stud and was snapped up by Cambridge

bloodstock agent Phill Cataldo for NZ$450,000.

Top Purchaser Again
   David Ellis maintained a hot pace during the three day Book 1

sale at Karaka to end the session with 28 yearlings purchased for

NZ$6.5 million to retain his leading buyer crown at Karaka for a

record 15th successive year. 

   His highest-priced yearling was a Savabeel colt, Lot 454,

bought out of Windsor Park Stud=s consignment for NZ$875,000,

the top lot of Book 1.

   Ellis purchased the joint top lot on Tuesday when he went to

NZ$500,000 for a son of Savabeel, Lot 626, from Waikato Stud=s

champion draft and a family that Te Akau has enjoyed plenty of

success with.

   AI=ve bought him for a brand new client who wanted a quality

colt. We trained his sister who won the Matamata Breeders= S.

and she was a ready 2-year-old,@ Ellis said. AThis is another

precocious colt who will race in the tangerine.@

   The youngster is out of the G2 Karrakatta Plate winner Gold

Rocks (Oratorio), who produced G2 Breeders= S. winner Gold

Fever (NZ), also placed in the G1 Blue Diamond S. and half-sister

Gold Rush (So You Think {NZ}) also won the Matamata juvenile

feature.

   AI=ve bought from NZ$20,000 to NZ$875,000 so there are

horses at all prices for all owners,@ Ellis said. AThe sort of horses

we are trying to buy are ones that can race as 2-year-olds and

train on at three, four and five like Melody Belle. All our Karaka

Million winners have got better with age.@

   Ellis said Book 1 had been an outstanding success and

enhanced by sire variety.

   AThere are a lot of first-season sires, some will make it and

some won=t, but we desperately need new sires here. The

standard this year has been very high and I take my hat off to

New Zealand Bloodstock. It is a company New Zealand should be

very proud of. I=ll be buying a few in Book 2 and then that will be

it for me until the Inglis Sydney Easter Sale.@

   Ellis said it had been a physically demanding, but enjoyable

time of racing and buying.

   AAfter the Karaka Million on Saturday evening I only had one

beer and then couldn=t sleep. It=s pretty exhausting, but I slept

well on Monday night and came out here feeling fantastic.@

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
https://www.tdnausnz.com.au/
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Lot 614, an Exceed and Excel filly | TDN AusNZ

Andrew Seabrook | TDN AusNZ

Filly=s Future Uncertain
   Peter Moody has confirmed his return to the Victorian training

ranks, but whether he will train the Exceed And Excel filly, Lot

614, he purchased at Karaka for NZ$500,000 has yet to be

determined.

   AWe=ll have a chat about that later, I=m not a licensed

racehorse trainer yet,@ he said.

   Moody plans to begin training from his own property and is

hoping to move his operation to Pakenham in a few months. The

Group 1 winning trainer, most notably of the unbeaten

champion Black Caviar (Bel Esprit), has no plans to increase his

numbers back to the days when he won four Victorian

premierships.

Training Hiatus
   He stepped away from training in 2016 after being handed a

six-month suspension due to unintentionally administering

excessive levels of cobalt to the horse Lidari (Fr) (Acclamation

{GB}).

   Moody was active during Book 1 and purchased the daughter

of Exceed And Excel out of Trelawney Stud=s behalf of prominent

Queensland breeders Ron and Judy Wanless. The filly is a

daughter of the unraced Gallwitz (Bernardini {USA}) and she is a

sister to the stakes winner Reparations and a half-sister to the

Group 3 winner Retrieve (Rahy {USA}).

   AShe=s a lovely filly with great quality. She=ll have to make her

own pedigree, she=s light under the first dam. Hopefully, she=ll

stamp her own authority so she doesn=t have to worry about it.

Trelawney is an unbelievable nursery and I=ve had a lot of

success with them personally,@ he said.

   Moody said the sale had been strong and he loved the Karaka

environment.

   AIt=s been great. Breeding is a significant part of the industry

and you can=t begrudge giving the breeders a few dollars in the

sale ring.@

Positive Outcome
   Key indicators compared favourably to last year=s sale, with

New Zealand Bloodstock Managing Director Andrew Seabrook

pleased with the Book 1 trade. The turnover reached NZ

$67,130,000, marginally down on the $67,206,500 grossed in

2019, representing an average of NZ$138,698 compared to

NZ$137,437 last year. The median was up NZ$7500 to

NZ$107,500, with the clearance rate up from 77% to 79%.

   AIt was very encouraging to see the number of international

and domestic buyers present over the past few days,@ Seabrook

said. AThe aggregate spend is on par with last year=s Sale, with

21 less horses catalogued. We had a strong middle market

generated by the Australians. We put a lot of effort into getting

them here, so it=s great to see the vendors rewarded so well.@

   The leading vendor on aggregate was again Waikato Stud with

59 lots sold for NZ$9,902,500 and the leading by average was

Trelawney Stud with 11 Lots sold at NZ$314,545, which included

three Lots sold for NZ$500,000 or more. Waikato Stud=s resident

champion Savabeel provided two of the top three priced lots

offered and averaged NZ$247,241 for 58 lots sold for

NZ$14,340,000.

Distinguished Family
   Cambridge-based bloodstock agent Phill Cataldo was able to

buy into one of New Zealand=s most successful families when, on

behalf on an undisclosed client, he purchased a Snitzel filly, Lot

565, for NZ$450,000. While it=s a significant amount, Cataldo

considered the Pencarrow Stud-bred youngster, who will remain

in New Zealand, to be good shopping.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Savabeel | Waikato Stud

Vadamos Makes Perfect Karaka Debut

Distorted Humor Mare Delivers for Element Hill

Kiamichi, Bivouac Flex Muscles in Rosehill Trials

Q&A With Charlotte Chittick

Mark Zahra Set to Ride Rulership

AUSTRALIAN GROUP 1 RACES B 2020

Date Race Track

Feb. 8 G1 C. F. Orr S. Caulfield

Feb. 15 G1 Black Caviar Lightning S. Flemington

   AI thought she was a bit under the odds and would have gone a

bid or two maybe more. That=s the beauty of the auction

system,@ he said. AShe=s got a lovely pedigree, she was a lovely

type, vetted well and she=s by Snitzel.@

   The filly is the first foal of Echezeaux (NZ) (Encosta de Lago)

and she won four races and earned black type when third in the

Listed Marton Cup.

Grand Producer
   The dam is a daughter of the G1 Australasian Oaks winner

Grand Echezeaux (NZ) (Zabeel {NZ}), who has been a gem of a

broodmare and produced the multiple Group 1 winner and sire

Darci Brahma (NZ) and the late Burgundy (NZ), a Group 3 winner

whose stud career was cut prematurely short last year. Further

back in the pedigree is the champion stayer and multiple Group

1 winner Ethereal (NZ) (Rhythm {USA}) and a family that has

served breeder and owner Sir Peter Vela so well through the

years.

   The Snitzel filly has obvious residual value and is likely to given

all the time she needed, according to Cataldo who was buying

for a new client.

   AI got a call out of the blue. He owns a farm and she=ll go back

there and have a couple of months off before she=s broken in,@

he said. AI don=t think she=s an early 2-year-old type.@

   Cataldo said Book 1 had provided stiff competition and a

buoyant market, much needed by the sellers.

   AIt=s gone really well and it=s important the vendors do well,

we=re going through hard times here. New Zealand Bloodstock

has done a fantastic job getting this buying bench, there are a

lot of heavy hitters here and all the Australians, it=s great to have

them here.@

End of an Era
   A closing chapter in Waikato Stud=s history with Karaka was

written when it sold its last yearling, Lot 657, by the late Pins.

The filly was knocked down to the final bid of NZ$90,000 from

trainer Graeme Rogerson and is out of the winning Savabeel

mare Hurry (NZ), a blood sister to the G2 Manawatu Challenge

S. winner Splurge (NZ). It is a family that boasts a number of

black type winners, including the Group 2 winning siblings

Shopaholic (NZ) (Pins) and Packing Pins (NZ). 

   At the foot of the pedigree page is Sacred Falls (NZ), who

retired to the Waikato Stud roster after a glittering career that

netted him four elite titles and two editions of the G1 Doncaster

H.

   AIt=s the end of an era and a bit sad to take the last crop of his

yearlings to Karaka this year," Chittick said. "He was incredible

on the racetrack and as a sire, but he was great in the yearling

ring as well.

   AIf you had the right one with the right pedigree, you could

make really good money, but all of his progeny consistently sold

well. I think that buyers knew that Pins produced horses they

could rely on and buy with confidence. We=re definitely going to

miss him."

   Pins gave yeoman service to the farm until his passing due to

complications from colic in 2018. He has produced more than 80

stakes winners. He sired nine individual Group 1 winners,

including El Segundo, Aerovelocity, Katie Lee, Ambitious Dragon,

Madison County and the stud=s own Legs.
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